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Veganism as a Minimum Standard of Decency
In discussions with non-vegans – particularly non-vegans on the
Internet who are familiar with the assertions of both the vegan animal
rights movement and the assertions of the countermovement – the
issue of “drawing the line” is often raised as a sort of objection to
veganism. While it’s true that vegans avoid a lot of harm, so the
argument goes, vegans also indirectly cause a lot of harm: animals are
killed by crop harvesters and motor vehicles; natural and artificial
pesticides are used in crop production; and often one cannot tell
exactly what harm might have been done either to animals directly or
to the environment in any given purchase, even at the local natural
foods store or farmers’ market. Since vegans haven’t achieved
perfection of purity in the art of non-harming and non-violence, it is
really only a matter of line-drawing, and until one achieves absolute
perfection of purity, one has no business criticizing any other lines that
might be drawn. To criticize other lines is to fail to recognize one’s
own shortcomings from Platonic perfection, and therefore to fall into
– dare we say it – ‘hypocrisy’.

Drawing lines can be difficult in any area of morality, and the more
precise the line drawn, often the more difficulties that arise. However,
the difficulty of drawing precise lines should not deter us from
exploring less precise lines of minimum standards or moral baselines
that are (or should be) reasonable for the vast majority of people in
society, even if it would require a complete abolition of animal
agriculture.

We establish and philosophically defend moral baselines regularly in
society in the form of laws regarding such issues as murder,
involuntary manslaughter, assault, declarations of war, and speed
limits, even though these issues can be just as difficult to draw lines in
as animal issues. None of us are “pure” when it comes to protecting
humans from cruelty and death either; yet we do draw lines: we aren’t
cannibals; and most of us don’t knowingly or happily support human
enslavement and slaughter. [1]

We ought also to establish and philosophically defend such baselines
regarding animals. Instead, we have a morally relative (and wrong)
laissez-faire policy of refusing to even discuss line-drawing regarding
animals, despite their overwhelming similarities to us in terms of the
morally relevant characteristics: sentience and perceptual intelligence
and awareness.

Given the morally relevant similarities and irrelevant differences
between humans and other animals, and given that we are likely to
find absolute perfection in non-harming far too ascetic or practically
impossible in our modern society, veganism is the baseline we ought
to promote and live by. Veganism is not the end point or the most we
can do; rather, it is the least we can do.

Veganism is essentially refraining from contributing to the
exploitation and intentional killing or slaughter of nonhuman beings.
Preventing accidental and incidental human fatalities in traffic
accidents and police action – even foreseen human deaths – is not
required by laws prohibiting slavery and murder. In the same way,
preventing accidental and incidental deaths in traffic accidents or
harvesting crops – even foreseen deaths – is not required by veganism.
In other words, abolitionist animal rights, as currently conceived, and
the corresponding moral baseline of veganism are precisely the same
in “line-drawing” as laws prohibiting chattel slavery and murder. Laws
prohibiting slavery and murder say nothing about preventing motor
vehicle injuries and fatalities, or how much cost we should incur in
saving an injured child’s life, or “friendly fire” (unintended killing) in a
justified war of self-defense. We should certainly take appropriate
measures to reduce such deaths as much as possible, but again,
veganism is merely a first and minimum standard, not the final or the
best standard.

Choosing to consume animal products is a choice to partake in the
exploitation and intentional slaughter of sentient beings. Given our
wide variety of food choices today, we can easily refuse to partake in
such exploitation and slaughter. In many cases, such as this one,
drawing lines can be very appropriate and strongly defended,
especially when one acknowledges that the line drawn is only a
minimum standard of decency, not a maximum standard of purity.
________________________

Notes:

[1] If you live and pay taxes in an industrialized nation with a strong
military, such as the United States, you inadvertently and indirectly,
and hopefully unwillingly and regrettably, support the slaughter of
innocent humans in the form of warfare in other countries (waged
primarily for economic reasons; the economic reasons controversially
thought to be also ‘national security’ reasons) and arms supply to
violent militias, just like vegans inadvertently, unwillingly, and
regrettably support the slaughter of innocent nonhumans by living and
paying taxes in our animal-exploiting society.

[2] I have edited this essay as of July 9, 2009 to remove two
references to Jainism as suggesting an ascetic standard of non-
violence. It was my previous understanding that many or most
followers of Jainism went to ascetic lengths to avoid harming. I have
since learned that this is not the case, and that, although veganism is
increasing among followers of the religion, many are not vegans, much
less practitioners of an ascetic form of non-violence.
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I oppose animal
exploitation and

reject the notion that welfare reforms
can ever provide any justice or
meaningful protection to sentient
nonhuman beings. I promote healthy
and enjoyable vegan living as an
imperative to respect the lives and the
most basic moral rights of nonhuman
individuals who are every bit as
interested in their lives as we are in
ours. It is only through dogmatic
cultural prejudice and blind tradition
and habit that we fail to acknowledge
these basic moral rights. We have
overcome similar prejudice in our
societies over the past four hundred
years in ending the sanctioned
torture and killing of heretics and
"witches" and abolishing the
institution of slavery. We can also
overcome our prejudice regarding the
view of nonhumans as commodities
for us to exploit and kill. As a society,
it will take a while to eliminate the
prejudice, but as individuals, we can
choose a paradigm shift and change
immediately by going and staying
vegan.
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D I S C L A I M E R

UNPOPULAR VEGAN  ESSAYS  LINKS  TO VARIOUS  WEB PAGES THAT  MAY BE USEFUL  TO
THOSE  WHO WANT  TO LEARN  MORE  ABOUT GOING VEGAN;  HOWEVER,  I  DO  NOT

NECESSARILY AGREE  WITH  OR SUPPORT ALL  OF THE  POSITIONS  AND  ACTIVITIES OF THE
ORGANIZATIONS OR INDIVIDUALS  BEHIND  THESE WEB PAGES.

I  PROMOTE VEGAN  LIVING  AS  THE  ONLY VIABLE  WAY  OF ABOLISHING  THE  PROPERTY
STATUS  OF ANIMALS IN  SOCIETY AND  THE  INHERENT AND  UNNECESSARY CRUELTY

INEVITABLY  RESULTING  FROM ANIMALS’  STATUS  AS  PROPERTY  AND  ECONOMIC
COMMODITIES.  I  DO  NOT PROMOTE WELFARE  REFORM  OR REGULATION  OF THE  USE OF

ANIMALS IN  ANY WAY  DUE  TO THE  PROFOUND AND  INHERENT CONFLICT  BETWEEN
WELFARE  VERSUS THE  LEGAL  AND ECONOMIC STATUS  AS  PROPERTY  AND COMMODITIES.

AS  LONG AS  NONHUMAN ANIMALS ARE  CONSIDERED “THINGS”,  PROPERTY, AND/OR
ECONOMIC RESOURCES,  INSTEAD  OF SENTIENT  BEINGS WITH  THEIR  OWN  INTERESTS,
THERE WILL BE NO MEANINGFUL  CHANGES IN  THE  CRUELTY THAT  BILLIONS  OF THEM

ENDURE FROM BIRTH  TO DEATH.
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